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*BOOLt IO ES.+ 

THE PIHARAOHS OF THE BONDAGE AND THE EXODUS.* 

This book is made up of a pastor's thirteen lectures delivered, as the preface 
informs us, "in the-ordinary course of pulpit ministration on the Sabbath." The 
writer is well known as a compiler of hymns, especially " Songs for the Sanctu- 
ary," a standard hymn and tune book. That he is patient and painstaking in his 
pulpit preparation s is hown by the way these lectures have grown up. By the 
year 1870 he had already made two trips to Egypt; and from the time of the 
" find " of mummified Pharaohs in 1881 to the delivery of the Exodus expositions 
in 1886, he collected " every scrap of published information" to be founed in 
magazines and newspapers, in official documents, in books of historians and 
archaeologists, even turning his vacations to account, especially while in London, 
in the direction of his investigations. Every available thing that would illus- 
trate the matter in hand he seems to have obtained. All the material thus labo- 
riously gathered is well digested; and the result is a book pleasant to read, as 
well as instructive. It can be read aloud in the family circle to the delight and 
profit of all who listen. The finding of the mummies of the greatest kings in 
Egyptian history in itself reads like a romance. The tale is graphically told in 
the second lecture, and the interest continues with scarce any abatement. For 
strictly critical purposes other books will ba read; but this one is valuable for the 
fixing of certain central facts in the mind. 

BIBLE CHARACTERS.t 

Dr. Mercer, though dead, still speaks in the discourses of this volume with 
the subdued beauty which comes from supreme love for truth. He gives evidence 
also of that fine historical insight which is such a desideratum in the case of many 
sermonisers on Bible times and Bible characters. So that we have before us not 
only models of pulpit oratory, but also real helps in Bible-study. The preacher 
knew how to put himself back into the times and circumstances of the ancients, 
of those especially who had faith in God, as the following paragraph will illustrate: 

"There are two ways of misconceiving such ancient Bible characters as 
Abram. Christian people and theologians, on the one hand, are often quite 
unhistorical. Forgetting all the differences of time and place,-forgetting that 
revelation began as a dawning day, with imperfect ideas and imperfect morals 
also,-we persist in giving those men a modem conscience, all the Christian 
lights and virtues, and reading in their minds that which belongs to ours. Now 
this is not only untrue and foolish, and so subjects the Bible to fault-finding; 
but, instead of exalting these spiritual forefathers of the race, it is unjust to 
them. We can never appreciate their elevation but by knowing their limitations 
and ignorance. . . . This on the one hand. On the other, they err much 
more who irreverently, and ignorant of the Spirit, will see nothing here but an 
every-day matter. If you go into the East to-day and observe an Arab chief,- 
his gravity, patriarchal dignity, hospitality,-you may see a striking image of 
the old Abram. Yes; and something more than outside likeness,-a something 
really similar in character. But to stop with this and to omit the mighty Abram 
within, is much farther from truth than our ordinary way of looking at him as 
if he were a moralist or theologian of the Christian era." 

* THE PHARAOHS OF THE BONDAGE AND THE EXODUS. Lectures by Charles S. Robinson, D. D., LL. D., Madison Avenue Church, New York. New York: The Century Co. London: T. 
Iswer Unswin. 1887. 12mo, pp. 199. Prie, 50 cents. 

+ BIBLB CHARACTERS. Being selections from sermons of Alexander Gardiner Mercer, D. D. 
(1817-1882); with a brief memoir of him by Manton Marble, and a portrait. New York and Lon- 
don: G. P. Putna'8 Sons. 1885. 8vo, pp. xxxiii; 885. Price, $2. 
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